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Energy:     4 GeV (e+)      7 GeV (e-)

Current:     3.6 A               2.6 A

Crossing angle/2:     41 mrad

Luminosity:             8x1035 cm-2s-1

Energy:     3.5 GeV (e+)      8 GeV (e-)

Current:     1.6 A               1.2 A

Crossing angle/2:     11 mrad

Luminosity:              2.1x034 cm-2s-1

KEKB upgrade



Belle calorimeter



 -Calorimeter successfully worked for more than 10 years

 -All 8736 channels are workable, no dead channels!
 -Good performance
 -We would like to have the same or better performance for BelleII 

Belle calorimeter



The problems revealed during Belle operation

Small increase of 
the dark current in  
barrel

Essential increase 
of the dark current 
in the endcaps

Caused by neutron 
flux



Strategy of upgrade



Expected improvement

 Time information allows to suppress the fake clusters 
by a factor of 7 for the barrel by rejecting wrong time 
clusters

 For endcaps the suppression is  by a factor of 
7x30=200 due to shorter decay time of the pure CsI



New electronics



FPGA algorithm
 Fit of several measurements to response function taking into 

account correlation between measurements ->A,T, Quality
 Correlation matrix is obtained from the data

 For some fraction of data both input and output informations are 
sent to DAQ for  test 



Test of the electronics with Belle detector

 In 2008 and in 2010 

1/8 of backward endcap 
of Belle calorimeter was 
switched to new 
electronics

 The expected pile-up 
noise suppression was 
observed 

 Time resolution gives 
possibility to suppress 

fake clusters with 
E>20Mev by factor 7



Shaper DSP module

 In total we need 432 barrel and 144 
endcap modules

 Development of the module completed and 
mass production has been started.  



Noise and shape



Linearity and fast shaping for trigger

In full range ~260 000 bins

nonlinearity < 2 10-3

Trigger output

1mks

Linearity

Fast trigger output:
 Sum of 16 channels
 Short signal with suppressed tail 
 Noise in the trigger output <10MeV



Neutral trigger



Neutral trigger

The fast trigger output is digitized in FAM module with 10 MHz.

TMM module generates flexible logic by FPGA using FAM outputs

in order for neutral trigger as well as luminosity measurement.



Electronics test with barrel counters

All modules showed 
no problem during 
~4 months 
measurement  



 Pure CsI is a good candidate for fast scintillator in endcap

It has relatively high lightoutput, short decay component
 There are several producers who can provide crystal production  

Pure CsI

 Radiation hardness of 14 pure CsI crystals were 
tested up to 14 krad (expected dose less than 10 
krad)

 In most of the crystals the drop of the light output 
is less than 20%  



Photodetectors for pure CsI



Beam test

     Time resolution

Wave form analysis allows 
to determine time with 
accuracy better than 1 ns 
for E> 20 MeV(60 MeV in 
magnetic field).



Summary
   -Belle calorimeter worked for more than 10 years and 

showed good performance  

   -Modification of the electronics allows to suppress pile-
up noise and reject fake clusters keeping the good 
performance of the calorimeter

   -Electronics has been developed and production started 

   -For endcap region the second stage - replacement of 
CsI(Tl) to pure CsI crystals with PP readout allows an 
essential improvement of beam-background immunity 
to keep performance   
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